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CD/DVD DISPENSING FOR LIBRARIES GETS SMARTER
allCIRC™ machines form a virtual network to better serve patrons

SOMERDALE, NJ, February 23, 2009: Library Automation Technologies, Inc. (LAT), a leader in
library automation products, is pleased to announce the addition of the LAT-AllAccessPass™ capability
to the allCIRC™ product line, which allows multiple machines to act as one, virtual device.
This capability provide a seamless, integrated environment for patrons to be able to use any allCIRC™
machine, regardless of its physical location in the library, for any item, even if that particular item is not
physically stored in that particular machine.
Oleg Boyarsky, President and CEO of LAT commented "Since our allCIRC™ machines are already a
center point of any library by allowing patron self-checkout and secure media dispensing all in one
portable device, with the addition of the AllAccessPass™ we can now make multiple machines act as
one. This further enhances the patron experience and delivers unprecedented value to our library
customers.”
allCIRC™ is a revolutionary new product, a new way of thinking, a paradigm shift in library security
and self service, especially when it concerns media protection. Designed specifically for libraries,
allCIRC™ provides both secure CD/DVD/BluRay/PS3... media dispensing as well as a complete book
self check system all-in-one highly portable machine at a cost of less than any standard book self check!
Because of its unique concept, libraries no longer need spend on security devices, gates, tags, staff,
RFID …etc., to protect their media, while simultaneously providing self-service to patrons. allCIRC™
is installed in various libraries across the country.
For more information about LAT's technology and all library products, jump to: www.LATcorp.com
For more information about allCIRC™ product line, jump to: www.allCIRC.com
Library Automation Technologies Inc., (LAT) founded in 2001 has installations in hundreds of libraries throughout the United States. LAT's
sole mission is to help libraries and data centers to work better, smarter and more securely. LAT’s innovation earned the firm the coveted
“#1 Fastest Growing in South Jersey, 2005” by the Philadelphia Business Journal, as well as a “Finalist in the Family Business of the Year,
2006” award presented by Farleigh Dickinson College. LAT further continues its growth expanding into automation by delivering media
dispensing line of products solely dedicated to library operations.
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